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Questions p76-78

1. 1. Find and write down a noun phrase at the top of the first page.

2. List 4 points to describe how Kjartan was dressed in the hall.

3. Kalf is unimpressed with Kjartan’s appearance. Find two pieces of 
evidence that supports this.

4. How did Kalf change his mind about Kjartan?

5. Explain why Kjartan thinks they may have 3 days to prepare.

Challenge: What do you think Kjartan may do different to prepare for 
the fight? Give reasons.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



English Monday 
Issues and dilemmas: what are they? 

Task 1: Write down the meaning of  issue and dilemma here… 
 
To have an issue means ____________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

To have a dilemma means __________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

Task 2:  Study these pictures. Now close your eyes, imagine you are stranded 
on this beach. 
 

 
 
 

Task 2: write a story about being stranded on this beach. Your 
story must include an issue and dilemma. There can be other 
characters in your story.  
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Monday RE Lesson 1 
In Church, having said we are sorry in the Penitential Act, we listen to the Word of God in the readings then, 
the Christian family can now come to the Lord’s Table, as a parish family, united in love of Jesus and one 
another.  
The Eucharistic prayer gives thanks for God’s goodness. The priest uses the words Jesus used at the Last 
Supper and consecrates the bread and wine, so they become the Body and Blood of Jesus Christ.  
After the Eucharist prayer has been said, the Communion Rite begins. It includes the Lord’s Prayer, the Sign of 
Peace, Lamb of God, Holy Communion and the Prayer after Communion.  
At the beginning of the Communion Rite, everyone is invited to pray the Our Father, the prayer which Jesus 
gave his friends. This is a simple but challenging prayer. We humbly ask God for what we need. Our ‘daily 
bread’ can be food, the need for courage, patience, peace, healing, etc.  
We ask for forgiveness from God and recognise that we will forgive others, too. At the end of the prayer, we 
acknowledge that temptation can be difficult, and we need God’s help. Then the priest prays the prayer for 
peace and unity after which he invites everyone to share a Sign of Peace with each other before the Christian 
family share Holy Communion. The people greet one another as friends of Jesus. They share the gift of peace 
which Jesus gave his followers. They use the words with which Jesus greeted his friends after the Resurrection. 
They say to one another, “Peace be with you.”  
 

Task 1: During the Sign of Peace what has been given and received?  
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Task 2:  
Looking at the picture above, what do you think is happening and how should they decide how to act 
in light of the words you have read. Why? What needs giving and receiving? 
____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Task 3: Write a prayer or poem about how peace and unity in the world might shape the lives of 

Christians. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 



Monday DT: Lesson 1 
Design and Technology 

 

Mechanical Systems – Levers and linkages 

 

Story Book  

 

 

 

Name: 
 

 
  

 

 

Task 1: Study these pictures to understand what we are going to 
make this week. A two page book with moving parts. 

 

 

 
 Levers                                                   linkages 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Research: Looking at levers and linkages 
Investigating similar products to the one I will make. 

Who might it be for? What is its purpose? What do you think will move? How will you make it move? What 

part moved and how did it move? How do you think the mechanism works? What materials have been 

used? How effective do you think it is and why? What else could move? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Research 

 

 

Product description 

How is the moving part created?  

 

Sketch and label the moving part(mechanism).  

 

Product description 

How is the moving part created?  

 

Sketch and label the moving part(mechanism).  

 

Product description 

How is the moving part created?  

 

Sketch and label the moving part(mechanism).  

 
Which one of these designs was your favourite and why? 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Research: Looking at levers and linkages 
What can you tell me about these mechanisms? How do they work? 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_ 

 _______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_ 

 

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_ 

 

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_ 

 

Which do you think will be the hardest make and why? 

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 



Guided                                                    Tuesday                                        
Reading





Questions p79-82

1. What is the one important thing Kjartan says the villagers must do  to prepare
for Red Swein?

2. How does Kjartan stop Kalf complaining?
3. What does Kjartan compare the oncoming battle to?
4. How many Sea Wolves should the villagers expect to see?
5. Why did the people gasp angrily at Kjartan’s plan?

Challenge: Explain Kjartan’s plan in as much detail as possible.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



Tuesday English Lesson 2 
Issues and dilemmas: Did you find this out? 

 

A dilemma is a conflict, problem, or situation with two possible solutions. 
When a dilemma occurs, a person has to make the difficult choice between 
two desirable options, or, contrastingly, two undesirable options. 
 
An issue in a story is a conflict that affects the characters or causes big 
disasters but is usually solved at the end. 
 
They both symbolise a problem in a story. 
 
 
Task 1: Read the story below and think about any issues and dilemmas there 
are in the story.  
 
Once upon a time there was an ant. The ant lived on the edge of a wood. The 
wood was a quiet wood, and not many folk came by there. This particular ant 
lived right on the edge – in a small detached little mound which had once been 
occupied by hundreds of ants but was now empty of all except her. Close 
beside the wood was a meadow.  In winter, the meadow was quite bare, with 
muddy furrows and a bleak wind whistling over it, making the branches of the 
trees groan and creak. However, in summer, the meadow was like paradise. 
The grass grew long, and the flowers bloomed. The butterflies wandered 
erratically over the red and yellow flowers straggling in the tall grass. It was in 
these tall grasses that a grasshopper lived.  Her home was only a few metres 
from the ant’s dusty mound, but it could just as well have been on another 
planet.   
 
The grasshopper lived untidily – strewing wheat seeds and particles of grass 
everywhere as she ate. She had made no effort to tidy it, or to create a space 
for herself to live.  Instead, she spent most of her time sitting on the top of the 
strands of wheat. From here she could see the rest of the meadow, sloping 
down away from the wood, and toward the river.  However, turning the other 
way, the grasshopper looked over the ant’s small, neat and tidy home. As the 
grasshopper sat on the waving strands of wheat, she sang.  Rubbing her legs 
together, she created a surprising variety of sounds. The grasshopper’s song 
mirrored the summer laziness, the drone and haze of the long, hot, still days, 
but it also caught the haunting beauty of the breeze whistling through the 
trees. Her music was never the same two days running.  
 

A dilemma is a conflict, problem, or situation with two possible solutions. 
When a dilemma occurs, a person has to make the difficult choice between 
two desirable options, or, contrastingly, two undesirable options. 
 
An issue in a story is a conflict that affects the characters or causes big disasters 
but is usually solved at the end. 
 
They both symbolise a problem in a story. 

 



The grasshopper knew the ant.  From her home she watched the ant scurrying 
about, tidying the entrance to the mound, sweeping up the debris which fell 
from the nests of the blackbirds and crows in the trees above, and generally 
keeping busy from dawn to dusk.  Additionally, the ant knew the grasshopper.  
Sometimes she would pause, as she rolled a large nut into her winter 
basement or dragged an enormous berry round to the back of her mound, and 
listen, to the grasshopper sing. The ant was almost tempted to stop her work 
and dance to the music. But she would rub her little hands together and tut at 
herself and get on.  ‘Busy, busy, busy,’ she would mutter as she swept and 
cleaned, collected and stored.  ‘Keep busy, collect food, store it, tidy things 
away…’ The grasshopper smiled and waved at the ant, and sometimes the ant 
waved back.  But the grasshopper was too busy singing and the ant was too 
busy working for them to have a long conversation.   
 
Then, gradually, almost unnoticeably at first, the days shortened.  The evenings 
started to draw in, the clouds scudding across the sky appeared more 
frequently, and the gentle breeze of summer became the more biting gusts of 
early autumn.  At first the grasshopper didn’t mind.  She drew in her wings, 
moved a little further down her grassy stem, and played a slower music, full of 
low notes and drawn-out sounds. But as the cold sting in the evening air 
turned into a windy chill and the morning dew whitened into frosty fingers, the 
grasshopper became less happy.  She crouched many hours in her inadequate 
bed at the foot of the grass stem.  She had no straw to cover her, and the 
breeze in the grass was a howling gale along the field floor.   
 
One day the snow came.  It was a November snow – a flurry of light white 
flakes on the wind.  The ground was too damp for much to settle, but the 
grasses and trees acquired an edging of glistening frost, as if a giant hand had 
outlined them in white.  The grasshopper was almost frozen to the hard earth 
floor at the base of her grass. She had not eaten for days – maybe weeks.  
Summoning what little strength she had left she climbed the length of her now 
yellow blade of grass.  From the top she could still see across the meadow, but 
it looked cold and bleak.  No sign of life or warmth could she see, only the 
frozen tips of the grasses and the hard stony earth, now covered with a thin 
sprinkling of icy snow.  She looked the other way.  There, as always, was the 
ant’s mound. Despite its dusting of snow, it looked tidy and homely.  She could 
see the neat entrance, where the ant had placed the old seed husks and nut 
shells which she could not eat.  The grasshopper was starving and frozen.  She 
imagined how cosy it would be inside the ant’s home – the warm interior safe 
from the wind, the food stored in neat piles, the ant sitting eating…. 
 
The grasshopper crept down her blade of grass and staggered weakly along 
between the stems towards the wood.  She felt the floor change under her 



feet, and the rocky earth of the meadow gave way to the mushy softness of 
the forest floor.  Soon she could see the brown speckled mound of the ant’s 
house in front of her.  Summoning all her last reserves of strength she crawled 
forward and lent on the wall of the house.  With a great  
effort she raised one thin leg and knocked, weakly, at the ant’s small, firm, 
leafy door. The noise of scurrying feet arose, and the ant opened the door. But 
the real question is … will the ant accommodate the grasshopper?   
 
“Ant, my friend and neighbour, Ant!” exclaimed the grasshopper.  “I am 
starving and frozen.  I have had no food, no warmth.  I am too cold to survive 
and too weak to live.  Perhaps you can lend me some of your food and maybe 
share your home with me.” 
 
Task 2: How do you think the story will end? Make a prediction and write 
your own ending to the story below.  
________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 



Tuesday RE Lesson 2 
Holy Communion 

The priest invites people to come to Communion. He lifts up the Sacred Host and the chalice and says,  
“Behold the Lamb of God, behold him who takes away the sins of the world. 

Blessed are those called to the supper of the Lamb.” 
The people respond, 

“Lord, I am not worthy 
that you should enter under my roof, 

but only say the word 
and my soul shall be healed.” 

Some of the phrases in these prayers are taken from the Bible. The phrase ‘Behold the Lamb of God’ echoes 
the words of John the Baptist in John 1:29 where John points out Jesus to his followers.  
‘The supper of the Lamb’ refers to words in Chapter 19 of the Book of Revelation, where the writer is 
describing Heaven and the lamb is Jesus.  
‘I am not worthy that you should enter under my roof,’ is found in Matthew 8:8 and Luke 7:6, where a Roman 
centurion has asked Jesus to heal his servant. The centurion believes he is not worthy to have Jesus come into 
his home, that is ‘under his roof.’  
Then the priest receives the Body and Blood of Christ and gives Communion to the Extraordinary Ministers of 
Holy Communion, who help the priest distribute Holy Communion. The people process to the altar to receive 
Holy Communion or a blessing. The priest or the Extraordinary Ministers raise the host to each person saying, 
“The Body of Christ,” and each person replies, “Amen,” (which means ‘I agree’) and receives the host. Then 
sometimes the people receive the chalice and the priest or Extraordinary Minister says, “The Blood of Christ,” 
and each person replies, “Amen,” and drinks from the chalice.  
In the Prayer after Communion – the priest invites the people to pray that, having received Jesus in Holy 
Communion, they will have the strength to live in communion that is to ‘give and take’ every day.  
 
 

1. Who said in John’s Gospel ‘Behold the Lamb of God’? When?  

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Of what might people want to be healed?  

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. What does the priest say when he raises the Host and the Chalice?  

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. How do you think people can live in communion with one another?  

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 



Tuesday DT 
Criteria  

Make a list of all the features that your book will need 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

 



 

Design: Plan a sequence of actions to make the product. 

Use the story board below to design the mechanical book. Label your design 

and write instructions below the diagram. 

 

  

   

  

  

 



Guided
Reading                                              Wednesday





Questions p83-85

1.  How many people could possibly fight from the village?
2. Why does Astrid believe women are the fiercest of fighters?
3. Which adverb describes how Gunnhild was looking at Finn?
4. What does Kjartan believe farmers do best and what does he want them to 

do now?
5. Why do you think Kjartan talks about the moon?

Challenge: Explain why they want the Sea Wolves to enter the hall during the 
battle.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 



Wednesday English Lesson 3 
Comprehension 

Task 1: Read the ending of the story of the ant and the 
grasshopper.   
“Ant, my friend and neighbour, Ant!” exclaimed the grasshopper.  “I am 
starving and frozen.  I have had no food, no warmth.  I am too cold to survive 
and too weak to live.  Perhaps you can lend me some of your food and maybe 
share your home with me.” 
“Grasshopper!” said the ant sternly.  “Grasshopper, why is it that you have no 
food?  How is it that you have no hole to be in, no nest to keep you warm?” 
The grasshopper gazed back at the ant.  Her mind was blurred.   
“I worked and slaved all summer,” went on the ant.  “In the long hot days, I 
collected nuts and berries, I strengthened my house and stored my food. What 
were you doing when the berries were out, and the nuts hung from the trees?  
Where were you when the straw lay on the ground and the strips of hay could 
be gathered?”   
The grasshopper again stared at the ant.  “Summer,” she muttered, “summer.  
Oh yes, I remember summer.  I sang.  All summer long I played beautiful music.  
You heard me.  I sang.”   
The ant put her hand back on the door handle.  “I see,” she said crisply. “I 
worked; you sang.” she slammed the door closed.      
 
The grasshopper was distraught and slowly made her way back to her yellow 
blade of grass. The grasshopper was becoming weaker and weaker. A few 
hours passed and the ant could see the grasshopper laying on the cold icy floor 
whilst crying and dithering. The ant began to empathise with the grasshopper 
and decided that maybe she should help the grasshopper and share her home 
and food.   
“Grasshopper!” shouted the ant. “I have made space for you to stay in my 
warm cosy home.”  
The grasshopper was overjoyed and used her remaining energy to make her 
way back to the ant’s home.  
 
Throughout the remaining winter months, the grasshopper sang beautiful 
comforting music for the ant and the ant provided the grasshopper with 
shelter, warmth and food. As a result, their friendship grew, and they became 
best of friends.  

 



Task 2: Looking back at what we read yesterday and today. Answer 
the following comprehension questions.  
 
Comprehension questions  
 

1) How is the meadow described in summer?  
 

______________________________________________________ 
 

2) Where did the ant and the grasshopper live? 
 

______________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________ 

 
3) What did the grasshopper and the ant do in the summer? 

 
______________________________________________________ 

 
______________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________ 

 
4) Give 3 words to describe the grasshopper’s home and 3 words to 

describe the ant’s home. 
 

______________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________ 

 
 

5) Why was the grasshopper not prepared for the winter and why did this 
cause a problem?  

 
______________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________ 

 
6) What month did the snow appear?  

 
______________________________________________________ 

 



 
7) What words would you use to describe the ant and the grasshopper?   

  
______________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________ 

 
______________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________ 

 
8) How do you think the grasshopper felt when the ant slammed the door? 

And why?  
 

______________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________ 
 

 
9) What was the dilemma/issue of the story?  

 
______________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________ 

 
______________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________ 

 
10) How was the dilemma/issue resolved?  

 

 
________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

 



      
Wednesday Geography Lesson 1 

Rivers 
Interesting Facts: Ninety-seven percent of all the water on Earth is found in the oceans. The 
remaining three percent is fresh water. This fresh water is found primarily frozen in ice sheets, ice 
caps or in glaciers. Fresh water is also held deep underground, in naturally occurring aquifers 
(porous rocks that hold water like a sponge) or in groundwater (contained in soils). Only 0.011% of 
all water is fresh water found on the surface as rivers or lakes. However, rivers continue to shape 
the landscape and impact of the lives of people who live in their vicinity. 
Activity 1: study the information on the following slides. 

        
 

        
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z849q6f/articles/z7w8pg8 
 

        

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z849q6f/articles/z7w8pg8


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z849q6f/articles/z7w8pg8 
 

      
 

Rivers have a big impact on shaping the landscape and that there are rivers on every continent. 
During the next few weeks, you are going to look at rivers, both locally as well as nationally and 
internationally. 
As soon as rain falls on high ground it starts to flow downhill. The water finds the easiest way 
it can to the sea. The picture shows the course of a river from the hills to the sea. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z849q6f/articles/z7w8pg8


 
 
 
 
 
Activity 2: Look at the photos of rivers below. Which part of the river does each picture show – 
the upper, middle or lower course? 
 

                
 
    _______________________     _______________________     _______________________ 
 
 
The passage below describes how a river changes along its course from its source to the sea. Use 
the words in the box to complete the sentences. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A river starts at its _________________ which is usually high up in the hills or mountains. 

_________________ can join the river and make it bigger. In its middle course, the river flows 

faster and gets wider and deeper. It also begins to _______________ which means it curves.  

In it is middle course, the river flows faster and gets wider and deeper. It also begins to 

________________, which means it curves and bends. In its lower course, the river carries rocks 

and stones, which are also known as its _________________. The land around the river is 

______________________ and the river is fast.  The river meets the sea at an _______________,  

where the fresh water and the salty sea water mix. 

 

 

 

 tributaries    estuary     flat     meander     load       source 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Activity 3: What are the features marked at A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and I? Choose the correct labels 
from those listed below and write the letter in the boxes. 
 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mouth lake waterfall delta 

tributary meander flood plain sea source 

Use the picture to help you fill in the gaps in these sentences: 
 
The place where a river starts is called its                                                                     . 
  
A                                                     is a smaller river or stream which flows into a larger one. 
 
A large bend in a river is called a                                                                         . 
 
A                                                       is an area of land roughly triangular in shape which forms 
where a river enters a lake or the sea. 
 



Wednesday D.T. 
Design: Mechanical features you will include in your book.  

 

Diagram  What you will use to create the lever or 

linkage  

  

  

  

 



Guided 
Reading                                                      Thursday





Questions p86 -88

1. Why wont the Sea Wolves ask for mercy if they look like being beaten?
2. What is Kjartan’s plan for Red Swein?
3. What was Egil and Njal’s job?
4. What does Kalf want in the plan when it is explained?
5. What did Gunnhild tell Kjartan and Finn?

Challenge: Make a list of what Kjartan wants to do with the Sea Wolves.



 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



Thursday English Lesson 4 
Magpie words. 

 

Today, we are going to be looking at magpie words.  
 
We are looking for really good language that has been 
used by the writer. This good language can then be used 
in your own stories. 
 
Task 1: Read through the story about the ant and the 
grasshopper and highlight any words you think are good 
or don’t know the meaning of.  
 
Task 2: You then need to pick 5 words describe what they mean and 
then write a sentence that contains these words.  
 
 
Once upon a time there was an ant. The ant lived on the edge of a wood. The 
wood was a quiet wood, and not many folk came by there. This particular ant 
lived right on the edge – in a small detached little mound which had once been 
occupied by hundreds of ants but was now empty of all except her. Close 
beside the wood was a meadow.  In winter, the meadow was quite bare, with 
muddy furrows and a bleak wind whistling over it, making the branches of the 
trees groan and creak. However, in summer, the meadow was like paradise. 
The grass grew long, and the flowers bloomed. The butterflies wandered 
erratically over the red and yellow flowers straggling in the tall grass. It was in 
these tall grasses that a grasshopper lived.  Her home was only a few metres 
from the ant’s dusty mound, but it could just as well have been on another 
planet.   
 
The grasshopper lived untidily – strewing wheat seeds and particles of grass 
everywhere as she ate. She had made no effort to tidy it, or to create a space 
for herself to live.  Instead, she spent most of her time sitting on the top of the 
strands of wheat. From here she could see the rest of the meadow, sloping 
down away from the wood, and toward the river.  However, turning the other 
way, the grasshopper looked over the ant’s small, neat and tidy home. As the 
grasshopper sat on the waving strands of wheat, she sang.  Rubbing her legs 
together, she created a surprising variety of sounds. The grasshopper’s song 



mirrored the summer laziness, the drone and haze of the long, hot, still days, 
but it also caught the haunting beauty of the breeze whistling through the 
trees. Her music was never the same two days running.  
 
The grasshopper knew the ant.  From her home she watched the ant scurrying 
about, tidying the entrance to the mound, sweeping up the debris which fell 
from the nests of the blackbirds and crows in the trees above, and generally 
keeping busy from dawn to dusk.  Additionally, the ant knew the grasshopper.  
Sometimes she would pause, as she rolled a large nut into her winter 
basement or dragged an enormous berry round to the back of her mound, and 
listen, to the grasshopper sing. The ant was almost tempted to stop her work 
and dance to the music. But she would rub her little hands together and tut at 
herself and get on.  ‘Busy, busy, busy,’ she would mutter as she swept and 
cleaned, collected and stored.  ‘Keep busy, collect food, store it, tidy things 
away…’ The grasshopper smiled and waved at the ant, and sometimes the ant 
waved back.  But the grasshopper was too busy singing and the ant was too 
busy working for them to have a long conversation.   
 
Then, gradually, almost unnoticeably at first, the days shortened.  The evenings 
started to draw in, the clouds scudding across the sky appeared more 
frequently, and the gentle breeze of summer became the more biting gusts of 
early autumn.  At first the grasshopper didn’t mind.  She drew in her wings, 
moved a little further down her grassy stem, and played a slower music, full of 
low notes and drawn-out sounds. But as the cold sting in the evening air 
turned into a windy chill and the morning dew whitened into frosty fingers, the 
grasshopper became less happy.  She crouched many hours in her inadequate 
bed at the foot of the grass stem.  She had no straw to cover her, and the 
breeze in the grass was a howling gale along the field floor.   
 
One day the snow came.  It was a November snow – a flurry of light white 
flakes on the wind.  The ground was too damp for much to settle, but the 
grasses and trees acquired an edging of glistening frost, as if a giant hand had 
outlined them in white.  The grasshopper was almost frozen to the hard earth 
floor at the base of her grass. She had not eaten for days – maybe weeks.  
Summoning what little strength she had left she climbed the length of her now 
yellow blade of grass.  From the top she could still see across the meadow, but 
it looked cold and bleak.  No sign of life or warmth could she see, only the 
frozen tips of the grasses and the hard stony earth, now covered with a thin 
sprinkling of icy snow.  She looked the other way.  There, as always, was the 
ant’s mound. Despite its dusting of snow, it looked tidy and homely.  She could 
see the neat entrance, where the ant had placed the old seed husks and nut 
shells which she could not eat.  The grasshopper was starving and frozen.  She 



imagined how cosy it would be inside the ant’s home – the warm interior safe 
from the wind, the food stored in neat piles, the ant sitting eating…. 
 
The grasshopper crept down her blade of grass and staggered weakly along 
between the stems towards the wood.  She felt the floor change under her 
feet, and the rocky earth of the meadow gave way to the mushy softness of 
the forest floor.  Soon she could see the brown speckled mound of the ant’s 
house in front of her.  Summoning all her last reserves of strength she crawled 
forward and lent on the wall of the house.  With a great  
effort she raised one thin leg and knocked, weakly, at the ant’s small, firm, 
leafy door. The noise of scurrying feet arose, and the ant opened the door. But 
the real question is … will the ant accommodate the grasshopper?   
 
“Ant, my friend and neighbour, Ant!” exclaimed the grasshopper.  “I am 
starving and frozen.  I have had no food, no warmth.  I am too cold to survive 
and too weak to live.  Perhaps you can lend me some of your food and maybe 
share your home with me.” 
“Grasshopper!” said the ant sternly.  “Grasshopper, why is it that you have no 
food?  How is it that you have no hole to be in, no nest to keep you warm?” 
The grasshopper gazed back at the ant.  Her mind was blurred.   
“I worked and slaved all summer,” went on the ant.  “In the long hot days, I 
collected nuts and berries, I strengthened my house and stored my food. What 
were you doing when the berries were out, and the nuts hung from the trees?  
Where were you when the straw lay on the ground and the strips of hay could 
be gathered?”   
The grasshopper again stared at the ant.  “Summer,” she muttered, “summer.  
Oh yes, I remember summer.  I sang.  All summer long I played beautiful music.  
You heard me.  I sang.”   
The ant put her hand back on the door handle.  “I see,” she said crisply. “I 
worked; you sang.” she slammed the door closed.      
 
The grasshopper was distraught and slowly made her way back to her yellow 
blade of grass. The grasshopper was becoming weaker and weaker. A few 
hours passed and the ant could see the grasshopper laying on the cold icy floor 
whilst crying and dithering. The ant began to empathise with the grasshopper 
and decided that maybe she should help the grasshopper and share her home 
and food.   
“Grasshopper!” shouted the ant. “I have made space for you to stay in my 
warm cosy home.”  
The grasshopper was overjoyed and used her remaining energy to make her 
way back to the ant’s home.  



Throughout the remaining winter months, the grasshopper sang beautiful 
comforting music for the ant and the ant provided the grasshopper with 
shelter, warmth and food. As a result, their friendship grew, and they became 
best of friends.  
 
 
________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 



Thursday RE Lesson 3 
Concluding Rite 

The last part of the Mass is called the Concluding Rite. At the end of Mass, the priest prays 
a final blessing, and the Christian family are sent out to live in love, friendship and 
communion with God and with one another. The priest or a deacon may say one of the 
following versions:  

1. Go forth, the Mass has ended  

2. Go and announce the Gospel of the Lord  
3. Go in peace, glorifying the Lord by your life  
4. Go in peace  

Everyone responds, “Thanks be to God.” It is a reminder that everyone is called to live in 
communion with God and each other, every day and in every place.  
Task1: 

1. What happens during the Concluding Rite? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________  

2. Which version of the Sending Forth do you like best? Why? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________  

3. What do you think it means to ‘glorify the Lord by your life 
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Task 2: 

Make a list of advice to others on how they can act out in their daily lives the concluding 

rite that you like the best. 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 



 

 



Thursday English Skills Lesson 
Missing Commas 

Can you put the missing commas back into these sentences? Remember, 

we’ve been looking at: using commas in lists, using commas following an 

adverb opener, using commas after starting with a subordinate clause and 

using bracketing commas for embedded clauses. 

1) Nan went to the shop and bought carrots broccoli veggie burgers 

and cheese slices. 
2) Unusually Marcus drove slowly through the town centre. 
3) Because of the weather Emily put her raincoat on. 

4) Noah who was very tired stayed up all night. 

5) Oddly Isaac who loved gaming didn’t play on his computer all day. 
6) Because of the speed camera the car which was yellow and purple 
slowed down. 
7) Fortunately the cat which was in danger had nine lives. 
 
Activity 2: Create sentences of your own that uses commas effectively with 

fronted adverbials. 
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________ 
 



Thursday D.T. Lesson 
Make your moving story book 

 
Today you have the task of making your story book – you are going to need 
several sheets of card, tinfoil or split pins, scissors, glue stick and pictures for 
your story: The challenge is to create an Easter themed story. You may use the 
suggested clip art below if you wish. 
 
 

               
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Guided 
Reading                                              Friday





Questions p89-91

1. Who is Finn worrying about at the top of the first page?

2. What does Finn ask of Kjartan?

3. What is it that leaves Finn so disappointed in this part of the story?

4. Why does Kjartan believe that Finn’s father is braver than any 
Viking?

5. Why does Egil want the attackers to hurry up and arrive?

Challenge: Find the meaning of the word ‘furled’ and use it in an 
interesting sentence of your own.



 



 

Friday English Lesson 5 
Boxing up: The ant and the grasshopper.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We have been looking at the story of the ant and the grasshopper. Today we are 
going to look at summarising key points in each paragraph to produce an outline of 
the structure.  
Below, there is a box it up table. Part of the story has been placed in the 
introduction, build up, problem, solution and ending. Your task today is to 
summarise what each section is about.  
For example: The introduction maybe about introducing the characters and setting 
the scene.  
 
Remember to just set it out in bullet points summing up what devices have been 
used in each section of the story. 

 
 
 

  



 

Opening: 
The ant lived on the edge of a wood. The wood was a quiet 
wood. This particular ant lived in a small detached little 
mound. Close beside the wood was a meadow.  In winter, 
the meadow was quite bare, with muddy furrows and a 
bleak wind whistling over it. However, in summer, the 
meadow was like paradise. The grass grew long, and the 
flowers bloomed. In the tall grasses a grasshopper lived. 
The grasshopper lived untidily. She had made no effort to 
tidy. Sloping down away from the wood the grasshopper 
looked over the ant’s small, neat and tidy home. 

 
_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

Build up: 
Then, gradually, almost unnoticeably at first, the days 
shortened.  The evenings started to draw in, the clouds 
scudding across the sky appeared more frequently, and the 
gentle breeze of summer became the more biting gusts of 
early autumn.  As the cold sting in the evening air turned 
into a windy chill and the morning dew whitened into frosty 
fingers, the grasshopper became less happy.   One day the 
snow came. 

 
_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

Problem: 
The grasshopper was almost frozen to the hard earth floor 
at the base of her grass. She had not eaten for days – 
maybe weeks.   No sign of life or warmth could she see, only 
the frozen tips of the grasses and the hard stony earth, now 
covered with a thin sprinkling of icy snow.  Summoning all 
her last reserves of strength she crawled forward and lent 
on the wall of the house.  With a great effort she raised one 
thin leg and knocked, weakly, at the ant’s small, firm, leafy 
door. The noise of scurrying feet arose, and the ant opened 
the door. But the real question is … will the ant 
accommodate the grasshopper?   
“I am starving and frozen.  I have had no food, no warmth.  I 
am too cold to survive and too weak to live.  Perhaps you 
can lend me some of your food and maybe share your 
home with me.” 
The ant put her hand back on the door handle.  “I see,” she 
said crisply. “I worked; you sang.” she slammed the door 
closed.      

 
_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

Resolution: 
A few hours passed and the ant could see the grasshopper 
laying on the cold icy floor whilst crying and dithering. The 
ant began to empathise with the grasshopper and decided 
that maybe she should help the grasshopper and share her 
home and food.   
“Grasshopper!” shouted the ant. “I have made space for 
you to stay in my warm cosy home.”  

 
_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

 



Friday PSHE Healthy Me 1 
While we are in lockdown this maybe a difficult activity because we are all missing our friends. This lesson is about 
our friendship groups. Think of as many different friends that you have both in and out of school. 
Activity 1: 
Make a short list here: 

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________ 

 
Where do you know your friends from?  

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Do you like all of your friends in the same way?  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Do you like doing the same things with all of your friends?  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Do you see some friends only in certain situations/ places?  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Would you want to see all of your friends all of the time? 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Activity 2: 
On the following page is a friendship chart. 
Place the following people in the following circles: 
In the innermost circle are the friends/family that are closest to you; your best friends, and 
closest family members;  
 In the second circle your good friends, other family, (who you regard as not the closest);  
In the third circle friends who you know less well (perhaps people at groups or societies, 
relatives you see occasionally etc.);  
In the fourth circle, acquaintances (for example, neighbours, friends of friends etc) 
We all have different friendships with different people and we behave differently with 
different groups and this is normal for us. Also, our friendships can change over time and 
people can move from different friendship groups into others. This is a normal part of life.  
 

 
 
 
 



 
Friendship Chart 

 

 

Why do you think it is important to have friends in different friendship groups?  

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Which group do you spend most time with and why?  

__________________________________________________________________________ 

What qualities do you notice in your friends?  

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Are these qualities the same in all friendship groups? 

__________________________________________________________________________ 



Friday D.T.  
Photograph of my finished design 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Evaluating my design 
 

 Strengths: 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 

 Developments: 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 

 Ideas I would like to magpie from other products: 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 

 

Peer evaluation: 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 

 



 



French Breakfast
Look at the items on this typical French breakfast table and the word list beneath. Can you 
match up the words to the correct breakfast item? Use your common sense and knowledge 
of English words to help. To check your answers, or if you get stuck, use the vocabulary list 
which follows afterwards.

1 6

2 7

3 8

4 9

5 10

1

2

3 4 5 7

6 8

9

10
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French Breakfast
Vocabulary List

English French Phonetic Pronunciation

Coffee Le café Luh kafay

Milk Le lait Luh lay

Orange juice Le jus d’orange Luh jhew doronjh

Toast Le pain grillé Luh pang gree-yay

Butter Le beurre Luh beur

Jam La confiture La confityur

Croissant Le croissant Luh crwassong

Pain au chocolat Le pain au chocolat Luh pang oh shokolah

Hot chocolate Le chocolat chaud Luh shokolah show

Cereal Les céréales Lay sayrayal

visit twinkl.comPage 2 of 2
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Please make sure your child tries to learn their spelling words.           The children will be tested each Friday.          Thank you for your co-operation. 

 

Group 1 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

copy     

copies     

berry     

berries     

lorries     

This week’s Topic Words 
source     

waterfall     

stream     

Choose any three words and create your sentences 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Year 4 Spellings      ~ Monday 22nd February 2021 Objective: ies noun plurals 

 



Please make sure your child tries to learn their spelling words.           The children will be tested each Friday.          Thank you for your co-operation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Please make sure your child tries to learn their spelling words.           The children will be tested each Friday.          Thank you for your co-operation. 

 

                                        

Group 2 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

copy     

copies     

berry     

berries     

lorries     

tries     

dries     

nappies     

This week’s Topic words 
source     

waterfall     

stream     

tributary     

 

 

 

Please choose 5 of the words and write an interesting sentence for each on the back.  
 

 

 

Year 4 Spellings ~ Monday 22nd February 2021 Objective: ies noun plurals 

 

 

 



Please make sure your child tries to learn their spelling words.           The children will be tested each Friday.          Thank you for your co-operation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 



Please make sure your child tries to learn their spelling words.           The children will be tested each Friday.          Thank you for your co-operation. 

  

Group 3 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

copy     

copies     

berry     

berries     

lorries     

tries     

dries     

nappies     

replies     

carries     

This Week’s topic words 
source     

waterfall     

stream     

tributary     

basin     

delta     

Year 4 Spellings                           Monday 22nd February 2021 Objective: ies noun plurals 

 

 

 



Please make sure your child tries to learn their spelling words.           The children will be tested each Friday.          Thank you for your co-operation. 

Choose 6 words from your list and compose your own sentences using commas 
for clauses. 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 



Please make sure your child tries to learn their spelling words.           The children will be tested each Friday.          Thank you for your co-operation. 

 

Group 4 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

aquaplane     

aqueduct     

aquatic     

aquarium     

transaction     

transmit     

transfer     

biceps     

binoculars     

active     

passive     

comprehension     

This Week’s topic words 
source     

waterfall     

stream     

tributary     

Year 4 Spellings - Monday 8th February 2021 Objective: Words beginning with aqu(a/e), trans- and bi- 

 
 



Please make sure your child tries to learn their spelling words.           The children will be tested each Friday.          Thank you for your co-operation. 

 
Choose 6 words from your list and compose your own sentences using commas 
for clauses. 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

 



Please make sure your child tries to learn their spelling words.           The children will be tested each Friday.          Thank you for your co-operation. 

 

 

inference 
 Homework ~ Monday 5th July 2010 

 



St Matthew’s Lockdown Home Reading Log 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/login/ 

 
 

Well done for all of your hard work! Send your home reading log back to your class teacher via dojo at the end of the week!  

Date: Book Title: Pages Read: Pupil’s thoughts/comments: Parent/Guardian Comments: 

E.g 4.1.21 Seas Stories  

(Level 9) 

14-23 I was really surprised when Sylvie jumped out of the 

box and scared when the waves came to smash up 

the house.  

Josh read really well today and is enjoying 

this mysterious story about the sea.  
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Class Password: Year4 
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